The Cat Anatomy is a comprehensive reference tool covering the skeletal system, muscular system, joints & ligaments, and the 10 major organ systems of the cat. This set consists of 52 flashcards.
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**Customer Reviews**

I am a Vet Tech student. These flash cards are a great resource for Anatomy & Physiology labs. Not only are the parts clearly labeled with the common names of structures, but the reverse side of each card has an unlabeled version of the same sketch so you can drill yourself. I only wish I had discovered these earlier in my studies! Used them today in a dissection lab and my lab mates all wanted to know where I got them. This is definitely a great addition to the study arsenal and at a very reasonable price.

It's a little confusing that they chose to publish this set of flash cards as it is. Flash cards are supposed to function as a learning device, helping a student memorize a large body of terminology or concepts. For instance, instead of putting all the names of the bones in a cat's jaw on one flash card and expecting students to memorize all at one go, there should be separate cards for each bone, so the student memorizes one thing at a time. That's how flash cards are supposed to work! It was also be better if these cards were larger and if some of them were printed in color.

I am a DVM student. I bought these cards to help learn the massive amount of structures
necessary for anatomy. I, like other reviewers, found that there was way too much info on each card. I can get a picture with every muscle labeled on it in my dissection guide. I was looking for something that would help to quiz myself by having one or two structures per card. Also I found that the terminology used on the cards is not current with the standard veterinary nomina anatomica. Save your money, these cards aren’t worth your time unless you need a very very basic overview.

I’m a surgical nurse for a large 24 hour Veterinary hospital dealing primarily in orthopedics and wanted to have something quick and easy to brush up on my dog and cat anatomy. I found these flashcards to be an easy and affordable way of getting back to basics. I have several expensive nursing books that I could have cracked open - tagging certain chapters and re-reading long-winded descriptions etc but these simple and inexpensive cards are just as effective and much quicker. They’re perfect for beginners and those that just want to brush up.

This product focuses on bones and the more major muscles. The pros are that the diagrams are clear, and it lends itself to testing one’s learning progress (i.e. diagram is labeled on one side of the card and blank on other with arrows pointing to structures for you to recall). The main con is that this set doesn’t go into detailed anatomy. It’s a great crash course and will probably get you by in an intro anatomy course, but if you’re serious about veterinary anatomy, you’ll need a more substantive resource.

These are handy little cards to carry with you in your drawing bag, if toting a larger anatomy book is cumbersome. The drawings are accurate, clear, and detailed. Most of the cards are devoted to skeleton and musculature, which is great for artists. There are many different viewing angles, and each view starts with deep layers, then progress to upper layers.

These cards are OK but could be much better. There are some blatant errors. For example, on a card of the cat’s skeleton, one of the bones is labeled “humeris” which is spelt incorrectly. The correct spelling is humerus, with the plural as humeri. While I realize this is a minor mistake, for a veterinary professional, such as an error is embarrassing. The cards are good for a general overview, but probably not good enough for first-year veterinary students studying anatomy (like myself).

I want to know I can about cats. This is an excellent way to learn. Love the cards. Very informative
and just the right size for my hands. Not tiny......not too big
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